The kinetics of bivalent ligand-bivalent receptor aggregation: ring formation and the breakdown of the equivalent site approximation.
When bivalent ligands capable of bridging binding sites on two different receptors interact with bivalent receptors, aggregates form. The aggregates can be of two types: chains (open structures containing n receptors, n-1 doubly bound ligands and 0, 1, or 2 singly bound ligands) and rings (closed structures containing n receptors and n doubly bound ligands). Both types of aggregates have been detected experimentally. In general, to determine the time dependence of the concentration of any particular aggregate requires solving an infinite set of coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs). Perelson and DeLisi [19] showed that great simplification results if all receptor binding sites are equivalent, i.e., the binding properties of a site on a receptor are independent of the size of the aggregate the receptor is in. If only chains form, the problem reduces to solving two coupled ODEs for the concentrations of singly and doubly bound ligands. From the solutions to these ODEs, the time dependence of the entire aggregate size distribution can be determined. We show that the equivalent site approximation as formulated by Perelson and DeLisi [19] is incompatible with ring formation. We then present a modified equivalent site approximation that is useful if chains of any size can form but rings above a certain size (k) cannot. We show how to reduce the resulting infinite set of coupled ODEs to a closed system of at most 4k + 2 ODEs for the ligand concentrations, the ring concentrations, and the concentrations of all chains up to size k. Although we can only predict the kinetics of aggregate formation for aggregates of size k or less, at equilibrium the modified equivalent site approximation yields the complete aggregate size distribution.